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ACCOUNTSRECOVERY.NET
AccountsRecovery.net is a news and information platform for the ARM industry. The site publishes unique and
curated content, maintains a number of email newsletters, hosts webinars, and offers a number of exciting
podcasts for the ARM industry.
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ABOUT THIS
SURVEY
This survey was conducted during the first quarter
of 2019. More than 100 companies of all shapes
and sizes participated in the survey. The objective
of the survey was to assess the penetration of
digital communication tools and how much they
are being used by companies in the credit and
collection industry to communicate with
individuals who have unpaid debts.
This survey was taken before the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau released its proposed
debt collection rule, which includes some
provisions for communicating using digital
technologies. It is expected that the usage of
digital communication channels will increase as
companies become more comfortable with the
risks associated with these communication tools.
What follows are the results of the survey. In most
cases, the data has been broken out by size of
the company, to provide some benchmarking
opportunities.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

These charts illustrate the type of agency that
participated in the Digital Communications
Survey and the assorted communications
methods that they employ. More than half of
all respondents have fewer than 25
employees, healthcare is the most common
type of debt collected, and making outbound
calls and sending letters are the most
common tools used when communicating
with individuals regarding unpaid debts.
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EMAILS
Most collection agencies are using email as a communication tool, according to those that participated in the
Digital Communications Survey. Generally, smaller agencies tend to be more likely than larger agencies to
send emails. Nearly three quarters of agencies between one and 10 employees are using email.
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EMAILS

For those agencies that are sending emails, most are only sending them to a
small number of accounts -- less than 20%. The most common type of email
messages that are sent are payment receipts, general collection inquiries, and
payment reminders.
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TEXT MESSAGES
Regardless of the size of an agency, text messaging is not yet a popular communication channel for the credit and
collection industry. But consumers clearly prefer text messaging to other forms of communication, so look for this
channel to gain in popularity as more consumers demand this option from the companies they do business with.
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TEXT MESSAGES
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DIRECT DROP
VOICEMAILS
Direct Drop Voicemails are the second-most popular digital communication tool among collection agencies, according
to the results of this survey. More smaller agencies tend to be using the product than larger agencies.
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DIRECT DROP
VOICEMAILS
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ONLINE PORTALS

Most collection agencies are providing online portals for individuals to make payments on their accounts.
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EFFECTIVENESS
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ABOUT THE
SPONSORS
MicroBilt offers business owners simple, cost-effective solutions for fraud
prevention, consumer financing, debt collection, skip tracing and background
screening. With its unique, proprietary non-traditional lending data, MicroBilt
is the leading provider of alternative credit data to businesses that want to
offer credit and other financial services to the over 100 million underserved
consumers in the United States.

Ontario Systems, LLC is a leading provider of software and solutions to the
accounts receivable management (ARM), revenue cycle management (RCM),
and government markets. Ontario Systems’ robust software portfolio
includes product brands such as Artiva RM™, Contact Savvy®, Artiva HCx™,
and RevQ®. The company’s customers include eight of the nation’s 10
largest ARM companies, five of the 15 largest hospital networks, and more
than 100 federal, state and municipal government agencies in the U.S.

Solutions by Text has developed a proprietary software designed to adhere
to regulations within the mobile phone industry. Solutions by Text strives to:
develop a scalable solution with flexibility to meet industry changes and
demand, maintain a functional user interface with various user access
options, build products delivering a clear consistent value, and construct a
suite of services matching the demands of the consumer. For more
information, visit www.solutionsbytext.com.
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ABOUT THE
SPONSORS
TCN is a leading provider of cloud-based call center technology for
enterprises, contact centers, BPOs, and collection agencies worldwide. TCN
combines a deep understanding of the needs of collection users with a highly
affordable delivery model, ensuring immediate access to robust call center
technology, such as natural language compliance, SMS, email, predictive
dialer, IVR, call recording, and business analytics required to optimize
operations while adhering to callers requests and the TCPA. For more
information, visit www.tcn.com or follow us on Twitter @tcn.

VoApps DirectDrop Voicemail is a technology software built for the financial
services industry. DirectDrop delivers voicemails to mobile phones without
calling the phone, allowing businesses to contact consumers at scale. Instead
of calling around trying to find someone ready to talk, agents spend their time
with the ones that call in ready to talk and are prepared for resolution. The
result is more dollars collected, happier consumers and delighted agents.
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